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Abstract: Color Visual Cryptography is the latest phenomenon for encrypting color secret images. Such secret messages
are converted into number of color halftone image shares. The existing extended visual cryptographic schemes focused on
gray scale and black and white visual cryptography schemes. These schemes are not suitable for color shares as they have
different structures. There are some existing color visual cryptography schemes that might produce either meaningful or
meaningless shares that produce less visual quality which lets people to suspect any kind of encryption involved in
producing such shares. To overcome this problem, recently Kang et al. introduced error diffusion and the Visual
Information Pixel (VIP) synchronization techniques to achieve color visual cryptography that can produce meaningful
shares besides making the shares in such a way that they are pleasant to human eyes. In this paper implement the methods
proposed by Kang et al. We also build a prototype application that demonstrates the proof of concept. The empirical results
reveal that the proposed color visual cryptography can be used in real world applications.
Index Terms – Meaningful color shares, error diffusion, visual cryptography, digital half toning, secret sharing
INTRODUCTION
Naor and Shamir [1] introduced the visual cryptography here. From secret binary image have pixels. Each pixel is
(VC) which is meant for sharing secret images. It is a secret embedded into white sub pixels of each share.
sharing scheme that helps in sharing secrets securely. A Many new VC schemes came into existence. Optimal
secret image is converted into shares that are given to contrast k-out-of-n scheme was introduced by Blundo [8]
participants one each. The participants can know the secret that can reduce the contrast loss problem in the images that
image by superimposing all transparencies. Information have been reconstructed. In [7] Ateniese proposed a VC
hiding is the main important application of VC. Its real scheme that makes use of general access structure for VC.
Random patterns are used to encore secret image into two

world applications include print and scan applications [2],

identification and visual authentication [3], watermarking shares. The extended VC schemes were proposed in [9],
[4], [5], copyright protection [6] and general access [10], [11], and [12]. Binary VC schemes were applied to
structures [7] and so on. Visual cryptography scheme takes a gray scale after converting into halftone in [13] proposed by
secret image as input and generate two or more shares. Hou. Extended visual cryptography (EVC) was proposed in
Those shares are not meaningful generally. But when the As [14] by Ateniese with meaningful color images. Nakajima
can be seen in figure 1, it is evident that the secret image is [15] extended EVC to a scheme with natural grayscale
divided into two meaningless shares (a) and (b) and then shares are stacked, the original image can be produced. For
encrypted to form (d). The process of making it is described
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Figure 1 – Secret image is encoded into two shares and then encrypted
images to improve the image quality. Halftoning methods In this paper we implement the scheme proposed in [24]. We
are used by Zhou et al. [16] for best quality shares. Fu [4] built a prototype application that demonstrates the proof of
used VC and watermarking together to achieve best results.

concept. The empirical results are encouraging. The
remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II

In [17] Myodo proposed a VC scheme that makes use of provides

Color

Visual

Cryptography

Scheme

and

meaningful shares. Error diffusion techniques are used in algorithms. Section III presents experimental results while
[18] along with halftoning shares to have meaningful section IV concludes the paper.
images. First of all visual secret sharing for color images COLOR VC BASED ON PIXEL SYNCHRONIZATION
were explored in [19]. 2-out-of-2 VC scheme was proposed

AND ERROR DIFFUSION

in [20] to apply the idea of color mixture. Lattice structure VIP synchronization is used for color meaningful shares. For
was used by Koga and Yamamoto [21] for combing colors more visual quality error diffusion is used. The encryption
arbitrarily. Random share patterns are the result of all such process is based on the VIP synchronization. VIP
color visual cryptography schemes. The idea of generating synchronization helps in producing color meaningful shares
meaningful color shares came into existence as the covers that make sense. Moreover, they all give an illusion that they
given good impression to human eyes [22], [23], and [14]. are original images and do not lead people to think about
Recently Kang et al. [24] introduced VIP synchronization encryption.

Construction

of

matrices

with

VIP

along with error diffusion technique to generate more synchronization for achieving proposed visual cryptography
meaningful color shares besides making them appealing.
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carried out to reflect the preserving feature. Then error
diffusion approach is used to make the shares more visually
appealing to human eyes. More technical details can be
found in [24].

Algorithm 1 – Construction of Matrices with VIP
Synchronization
As can be seen in algorithm1, it is evidnet that the algorithm
is meant for achieving VIP synchronization that improves
Algorithm 2 - Matrices Distribution

the embedding process and thus produce meaningful
covering shares. Afterwards, the distribution of matrices

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

across color channels is done by algorithm 2.
We built a prototype application to test the efficiency of the
As can be in algorithm 2, it is evident that the algorithm is
meant for distribution of matrices across color channels with
which encryption starts. In the process the VIP structure of
the pixels is to be preserved. For this permutation process is

proposed approach. The experiments are made in terms of
(2, 2) color EVC, (3, 4) color EVC. The standard images
used for the experiments include Lena, Baboon, Pepper,
Flower and so on. With respect to error diffusion, error
filters are used.
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Figure 2 – Halftone shares using color diffusion with the Floyd and Steinberg error filters
As can be seen in figure 2, it is evident that the error diffusion method along with proposed approach has generated
meaningful color shares besides making them visually appealing. The error filters applied include Floyd and Steinberg.

Figure 3 – Experimental results with standard EVC and proposed method without error diffusion and proposed method with
PSNR
As can be seen in Figure 3, it is evident that the (a) and (d)
are the shares produced with standard EVC, proposed
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method without error diffusion and with PSNR. The results lack brightness and clear visual appealing.
reveal that the shares are in color and meaningful. But they

Figure 4 – Encrypted shares with standard EVC and proposed method without error diffusion and proposed method with
PSNR
As can be seen in Figure 4, it is evident that the shares are

As can be seen in Figure 5, it is evident they are the

the encrypted shares produced with standard EVC, proposed

encrypted shares produced with standard EVC, proposed

method without error diffusion and with PSNR. The results

method without error diffusion and with PSNR. The

reveal that the shares are in color and meaningful. But they

results reveal that the shares are in color and meaningful.

lack brightness and clear visual appealing.

But they lack brightness and clear visual appealing.
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Figure 5 – Encrypted shares with standard EVC and proposed method without error diffusion and proposed method with
PSNR
proof of concept. The empirical results revealed that the

CONCLUSION

proposed scheme is able to achieve more meaningful and
In this paper we studied the visual cryptography meant for

appealing shares.

secret sharing. We came to know that VIPs can synchronize
the positions of the pixels that hold visual information. By
using VIP synchronization it is possible to make meaningful
color shares. This is because the VIPs can hold the original
pixel values thus making the shares more meaningful and
colorful. Moreover we used color diffusion method that
ensures that the color meaningful shares are more appealing
to human eyes making them intuitive. However, there is
tradeoff between the contrast of encrypted and decrypted
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